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In the Fifth and final part of the Dragonian Series, eighteen-year-old Elena Watkins and her dragon,

the Rubicon, need to find the missing ingredients in order to free her father from Etan.But what

could the missing ingredient be?And will she be willing to sacrifice her life if they don't find it before

time runs out?
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This is so bitter sweet. I have been a hardcore fan since Firebolt first released. And to read this

book really made me emotional.First, let me say how honored I am that I was a beta reader for this

book, but some of my suggestions made it into the final book. I honestly have no words.I have loved

Blake from the start. There was just something about him that amazed me even when he was an

a$$ and fighting his dark side.I had always wished that he and Elena could be together. In Starlight

we got to see so many sweet Blake and Elena moments. It was so beautiful and moving to see their



love for each other grow and blossom into something that is so beautiful.Tabatha has never been

one of my favorite characters in the series. I saw her as weak and desperate. She showed us more

of that in Starlight, but I have to say that after all of those times we have seen her be a weak little

b!*ch, she majorly redeemed herself. She turned out to be a honorable dragon. Arianna also

redeemed herself in this book. She has really grown up. And I am happy for her.So many amazing

things happened in this book that made it not only epic, but definitely my favorite book so far this

year.So many surprising things happened that had me going "oh sh!t" while sitting on the edge of

my seat biting my nails like a crazy lady.And on the other hand I was riding an emotional

rollercoaster while crying my eyes out. I think I may have used a whole box of tissues. haha.But

over all I am very pleased at everything that happened. The war was amazing, the dent was

beautiful. The scenes with Elena and Blake were sweet. All of the characters were amazing. Becky,

George, Sammy, Dean, Sir Robert, Isabel, just everyone. Loved, loved, loved.If you are new to The

Dragonian series, please give it a read starting with Book one, Firebolt. You will love it.Thanks

Adrienne Woods for writing a kicka$$ book, but most of all, an amazing series!

I seldom do reviews any more, but I just finished all five of the Dragonia books, and I really loved

them--the characters were real, three-dimensional, wonderfully drawn characters. The plotting was

never dull, even though the books were long, and I never felt that they were too long. I loved the

way the author was able to portray emotions--friendship, love, hate, anger, tension--all are

wonderful However--and this is why four instead of five stars--all of these books desperately need

editing. I read a great deal of YA and adult urban fantasy and science fiction, and I find that many

talented young writers have a terrific problem with grammar, punctuation, proofreading, etc.

First--never depend on spellcheck; it will get you every time. It will not catch errors if the word is a

real word, even if it is the wrong word. Second--yikes--please learn to use commas, semi-colons,

and use no more run on sentences. Third--it is clear that these books went to press without a final

run-through as there are many places where apparently one sentence cuts off in the middle of a

new sentence. I wanted to grab a red pencil. If we are going to pay $4.99 for a Kindle book, I think

that new and better edited versions should be provided.Having said that, I am still feeling the effects

of the last book--the series is well worth reading. I don't think I would have ended it quite the way it

was ended, and I should never have read the teasers for the spinoffs. I was so emotionally attached

to the principal characters, I didn't really want to hear what happened to them all long after the main

story ends and would probably have enjoyed an epilogue summarizing the year after the climactic

events. But of course, they're not my books! They are a great read and many will not mind the



editing issues pointed out above.

Starlight is the powerful, emotional, action packed conclusion to a 5 book series known as The

Dragonian Series. This book will not disappoint as it concludes the journey of our heroine, Elena,

and her quest of self discovery, her search for love, answers to her mysterious upbringing, and her

determination to save her father and help rule Paegeia. Though it is a happy ending, it is not without

its losses and heartbreaking moments. Starlight will make you laugh and cry and will fill your heart

with the dedication of the people of Paegeia!I could not have imagined a better way to end the

series. Elena was such a strong character and I keep reading other reviews about others thinking

she is annoying and whiny, but you have to remember she is only 19 and up until the night that

Herbert/Jako died, she led a very sheltered, unusual life with only her

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“dadÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• in her life. She was thrown in to the world of Paegeia and

Dragonia and went through several major life changes while dealing with normal teenage emotions

and hormones. I felt that she handled everything the way a strong, intelligent young woman should

have. Elena fought valiantly to stand up to the Ancients and to save her father and Etan. I would not

have changed her character at all.I fell in love with Blake and the idea of what a

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“dentÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• actually is. I thought this idea was unique and interesting.

Blake changed for the better and conquered the darkness. I admired what he sacrificed for Elena at

the end of the book as well.I am so glad that I started this series last month. I laughed and cried

along with the characters of the books. I watched an amazing sisterhood grow between Elena,

Sammy, and Becky, and I watched the main characters grow up and accomplish amazing feats of

bravery. This series will be one that stays with me.
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